Polyptychon: A Hierarchically-constrained Classified Dependencies Visualization
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Abstract—Architects and developers are often tasked with evaluating or maintaining unfamiliar software systems. Reverse engineering tools help extract relationships between the system parts as they exist instead of as documented. Though node-link diagrams have a straightforward correspondence with the graph-representable data generated, the scale and complexity of real-world data sets prevent efficient comprehension.

This paper presents Polyptychon, an interactive node-link visualization designed for incremental exploration of dependency information. Given a hierarchical information space of software artifacts, Polyptychon constrains the visible dependencies to be related to the child nodes of a specified artifact node, called a view root. It then classifies these siblings as levelized, tangled and independent. It also includes context nodes, which are a filtered set of nodes elsewhere in the hierarchy that are related to the siblings. The context nodes are further grouped based on a project-specific partition function.

The hierarchical constraints and partition function provide a means to control the number of nodes displayed, while the dependency classification allows users to form a qualitative impression of the dependency structure. We demonstrate with examples from the Netty open source project. We conclude with areas of future work, in particular, as a basis of evolutionary dependency analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

Architecture evaluations are periodically undertaken to ensure the sustainability of a system [1]. Developers assigned to new projects are required to become productive as soon as possible. A typical use case confronted in these scenarios is to understand how the system is actually organized (as opposed to how it is documented). Numerous dependency relations exist between system parts [2] and there are various methods [3] to extract them from a codebase. Visual representations of this dependency information allow the user to get a better understanding of the state of a system in terms of its dependencies.

Node-link diagrams correspond well with the graph-representable data type of dependency information [4]. However, once the dependency graph grows in size, it is very difficult to maintain exploratory representations that are useful. Matrix-based representations (e.g. Dependency Structure Matrix (DSM)) have better scalability characteristics when representing large hierarchical dependency graphs [5], and form the critical visual component of many software analysis tools [5],[6]. However, DSMs have a learning curve and are weak in path-finding operations [7].

The motivation for this work was the need of a familiar, interactive visualization for the dependency information aggregated by a software analysis platform in development. In order to provide a good overview [4], we wanted to help users get “oriented”, i.e., identify what are the top-level or bottom-level parts. At the same time, the user should be given an impression of how “good” the dependency structure is. The number of nodes displayed had to be controlled to reduce cognitive load, while not losing information of how an area of interest is related to the rest of the system.

II. VISUALIZATION DESIGN

Polyptychon is designed for top-down, incremental exploration of compound graphs [8]. The raw dependency information at the source code level is recovered by the analysis tool using the Understand† library. The tool then aggregates the dependencies based on the directory structure, forming a compound graph.

Fig. 1: Constrained, classified dependencies at a view root. (a) shows a compound graph consisting of a hierarchy of directories, files and classes; along with a dependency graph between the classes. (b) shows the aggregated dependency model calculated when $D_a$ is specified as the view root. The calculation constrains the sub-graph to only contain the sibling nodes, and directly related files outside the view root. The sibling relations are classified as levelized (L) and independent (I) in this example.

A. Hierarchical constraints

From the global compound graph, a data model is computed on demand based on a node of interest, called a view root (by default, the root of the hierarchy). The dependencies visualized

†http://www.scitools.com/
are in terms of the child nodes of the view root (Fig. 1). A sub-graph that consists of these siblings, along with directly related context nodes (those outside the view root) is extracted. Context nodes are filtered appropriate to the level, e.g. if the siblings contain files and directories, the context nodes will have the same types. Any links between the context nodes are also filtered to reduce clutter.

B. Classification

Given a view root, we now have a scoped dependency graph. We then perform additional classifications to aid the user in getting oriented and obtaining qualitative insights. To identify “potentially problematic” dependencies, we detect the presence of strongly connected components (SCCs). In a directed graph, an SCC is a sub-graph where each constituent node is reachable from any other node. We classify such nodes as tangled nodes.

The next classification is to isolate non-tangled nodes that don’t depend on other sibling nodes, called independent nodes. Note that they can have dependencies with context nodes. If the independent and tangled nodes are removed from the sibling set, the remaining nodes form an acyclic graph, amenable to a levelization algorithm, e.g. by Lakos [9]. Hence, these nodes are classified as levelized nodes. Our levelization algorithm essentially performs Lakos in reverse. We assign the top-level nodes (no incoming dependencies) as level 0, and assign their dependencies increasing level numbers. The additional step is to assign the maximum level to all the bottom nodes (no outgoing dependencies).

In addition to hierarchical constraints, the number of nodes can also be controlled by a user-defined context partition function, ctxPartFunc(). This is required since the number of context nodes pulled into the data model can still be large. ctxPartFunc() adds meta-nodes and meta-edges [8] to the sub-graph that aggregate the dependencies of the nodes included in the partition. The aggregated nodes and edges are removed from the sub-graph. Fig. 2 shows an example of project-specific grouping (see caption for details).

C. Partitions and Composite Layout

Before performing node layout, we first demarcate exclusive areas for each classification of nodes, namely Levelized, Tangled, Independent and Context. In particular, there are two areas used for Context: i) Lower Context, holding context nodes depended on by the siblings and ii) Upper Context, having the opposite relation.

The visual partitioning enables the user to get a quick picture of the kinds of dependencies at the selected root node. Each enclosure is visible only if the corresponding partition is non-empty. Each partition can now follow its own layout rules to aid in comprehension. The independent partitions do not have any inherent ordering, so we use a force-directed layout. The SCCs detected are also laid out similarly, but the bounds for each are determined by a single-level treemap subdivision of the tangled partition. The area of the treemap is proportional to the SCC size. Convex hulls enclose each SCC for better visual discrimination. For the levelized nodes, each level is rendered in its own row. The context nodes also follow a similar row layout. The row layouts try to fit the node labels
with an alternating (observe the top level in Fig. 2) or slanted arrangement (Fig. 6).

The distinct sub-layouts are packed together to form a composite layout of the graph relevant to the view root, emulating a BorderLayout found in GUI toolkits like Java Swing. Fig. 2 shows a typical visualization with all five partitions.

D. Interactions

When a user hovers over a node (hover query), only directly related nodes and edges retain their opacity, while the other nodes are faded out. Incoming and outgoing links are emphasized with different colours for better visual discrimination (Fig. 3 (b), Fig. 4). Clicking a node initiates a drill-down operation, loading a new model with the node serving as the view root. Navigating back up the hierarchy is made possible by a breadcrumb control (Fig. 2). Details-on-demand are provided when clicking on links (details of the nodes and dependency types), and the convex hulls (list of cycles in the SCC). The virtual hierarchy formed by a breadcrumb control can be expanded to incrementally reveal the elided nodes. The user can switch the underlying relations to create different classifications of the sibling set (described in Fig. 2). Zoom and pan interactions are also supported.

III. CASE STUDY: NETTY

We implemented Polyptychon as a web-based visualization using the d3 library. The dependency data is pulled on demand from the analysis tool via a REST API. We now discuss some visualizations generated from a revision of the Netty codebase, a high-performance networking library consisting about 134,500 lines of Java code.

Fig. 3 (a) shows the root level of this project. The root of the project has no tangles, indicating a good dependency structure. We can also find a dependency pattern in the project where a number of higher level directories depend on the common, buffer and transport folders, emphasized by hovering over the nodes (Fig. 3 (b)).

Fig. 2 shows an interesting location in the Netty project hierarchy, in the buffer sub-project. The most immediately grabbing feature is the presence of two large strongly connected components. We see that they do not disturb the layout of the parts of the dependency structure that are levelizable. The dependency graph originally has 416 nodes and 863 links. The custom context node grouping reduces it to 63 nodes and 265 links. For large graphs, the edges are deliberately de-emphasized with low opacity to reduce visual clutter.

Fig. 5 shows the result of drilling down on one of the “problematic” nodes. Fig. 4 shows how important nodes can be emphasized when interacting via hover queries. A more complex view root is shown in Fig. 6, with 98 nodes and 458 links, summarized from an original extraction of 591 nodes and 1843 links.

IV. RELATED WORK

Polyptychon can be characterized as an application-specific graph drawing algorithm, using composable layouts. Sugiyama-based layouts break cycles in directed graphs in order to get a layered layout. Dig-CoLa presents a constraint-based layout that is able to take the level relations between nodes into account. Polyptychon removes cycle-inducing nodes before level calculation via SCC detection.

Nested graphs visualizations in tools like SHriMP and Structure101 allow incremental exploration of compound graphs. However, navigating deep into the hierarchy often increases the displayed graph area substantially, such that the context information is lost. Polyptychon provides con-
sistent partitions given a rendering area, but is dependent on the number of nodes per view root and an appropriate ctxPartFunc() to avoid over-crowded layouts.

Hierarchical Edge-Bundling [14] reveals areas of interest in compound graphs by bundling dependency edges along the hierarchy. Grouse [15] presents a steerable graph hierarchy exploration tool that selects different layouts based on detected topological features (e.g. trees, connected components). Balloon Treemaps [16] combine circular treemaps and balloon tree layouts to visualize hierarchical information flows in social networks but do not address compound dependency graphs.

V. FUTURE WORK

Polyptychon was developed using a viewpoint-driven approach, where we first specify the goal and concerns in an architectural viewpoint [17]. Visualization tasks are then derived from these concerns. Finally, the layouts and interactions are designed to accomplish these tasks effectively. We plan to conduct user studies to evaluate the effectiveness of the Polyptychon representation for the tasks identified, especially in comparison to other relevant visualizations.

Polyptychon currently does not support the display of metrics like lines of code or quality measures. Additional channels like node size, decorations and patterns could be employed to give more information to first-time code explorers.

We are also exploring the use of the Polyptychon representation as a way to make more effective use of dependency evolution information. A time bar with player controls is the main addition to the Polyptychon visualization (Fig. 7). Comparing two revisions, we can determine the differences and record them as “events”, simple ones being the addition and removal of nodes and edges. However, the Polyptychon model can additionally determine higher level events like the addition and removal of tangled and context nodes. We mark the events on the time bar so that the user is given an impression of the amount of change in the inspected revision range. Higher-level events can have stronger colours to indicate the importance of the change detected, allowing users to quickly focus on the most important revisions.
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